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Abstract—Despite the promising progress made in recent years,
person re-identification (re-ID) remains a challenging task due
to the complex variations in human appearances from different
camera views. For this challenging problem, a large variety of
algorithms have been developed in the fully-supervised setting,
requiring access to a large amount of labeled training data.
However, the main bottleneck for fully-supervised re-ID is the
limited availability of labeled training samples. To address this
problem, in this paper, we propose a self-trained subspace
learning paradigm for person re-ID which effectively utilizes
both labeled and unlabeled data to learn a discriminative
subspace where person images across disjoint camera views can
be easily matched. The proposed approach first constructs pseudo
pairwise relationships among unlabeled persons using the k-
nearest neighbors algorithm. Then, with the pseudo pairwise
relationships, the unlabeled samples can be easily combined
with the labeled samples to learn a discriminative projection
by solving an eigenvalue problem. In addition, we refine the
pseudo pairwise relationships iteratively, which further improves
the learning performance. A multi-kernel embedding strategy is
also incorporated into the proposed approach to cope with the
non-linearity in person’s appearance and explore the complemen-
tation of multiple kernels. In this way, the performance of person
re-ID can be greatly enhanced when training data are insufficient.
Experimental results on six widely-used datasets demonstrate
the effectiveness of our approach and its performance can be
comparable to the reported results of most state-of-the-art fully-
supervised methods while using much fewer labeled data.
Our code is available:
https://github.com/Xun-Yang/ReID slef-training TOMM2017.
Index Terms—Person Re-identification, Self-training, Semi-
supervised Learning, Computer Vision
I. INTRODUCTION
Person Re-identification (re-ID) [1]–[6] aims to recognize
an individual across spatially disjoint cameras. It has attracted
much attention in recent years for its great potential in surveil-
lance applications such as crowded scenes anomaly detection
[7] and multi-cameras pedestrian tracking [8]. Although a large
number of approaches have been proposed for re-ID, it remains
a challenging problem since a person’s appearance often un-
dergoes dramatic changes across camera views due to changes
in view angle, body pose, illumination and background clutter.
The fundamental re-ID problem is to compare a person of
interest seen in a probe camera view to a gallery of candidates
captured from a camera that does not overlap with the probe
one. If a true match to the probe exists in the gallery, it should
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have a high matching/similarity score, or rank, compared to
incorrect candidates. Generally, there are two basic problems:
(1) feature representation and (2) metric learning. An effective
feature representation [2], [3], [9], [10] is critical for person
re-ID, which should be robust to complex variations in human
appearances from different camera views. Several approaches
have been investigated to design a feature descriptor directly
based on low-level visual features. More efforts [6], [11]–[16]
have been made following the second direction to learn an
optimal distance or similarity function to rank the potential
matches based on their relevance. Some of them directly learn
a Mahalanobis distance function parameterized by a positive
semi-definite (PSD) matrix to separate positive person image
pairs from negative pairs. Some others formulate re-ID as
a subspace learning problem by learning a low-dimensional
projection. This work follows the second approach, aiming to
learn a discriminative projection to map person images from
disjoint camera views into a common subspace.
Despite the promising efforts made by many researchers,
most existing methods are developed in the fully-supervised
setting, requiring access to a large amount of labeled training
image pairs. It is impractical to expect the availability of
large quantities of labeled data because labeling data is very
costly. The main bottleneck for fully-supervised re-ID is the
limited availability of labeled training samples. When only a
small number of labeled data are available, supervised methods
tend to learn a distance function that is over-fitted to the
labeled data, which makes the learned distance function cannot
generalize well to the test set. It’s of great interest to design
a solution that can utilize abundant unlabeled data. Although
some semi-supervised re-ID approaches [17]–[19] have been
proposed, their performances are far from satisfactory.
In this work, we design a self-trained subspace learning ap-
proach for person re-ID which effectively utilizes both labeled
and unlabeled data to learn a discriminative subspace where
person images across disjoint camera views can be easily
matched. The classic self-training strategy [20] is exploited
in this work. We first learn an initial projection matrix using
the available labeled data only. Using this initial projection, all
unlabeled person images are projected into a low-dimensional
subspace, where the low-dimensional representation has higher
discriminative power than the original features. Then, to utilize
the unlabeled data, we construct pseudo pairwise relationships
among the unlabeled persons using k-nearest neighbors (KNN)
algorithm in this low-dimensional subspace. The pseudo pair-
wise relationships are encoded into a graph Laplacian regular-
ization term which is further combined with a fully-supervised
discriminative term to learn a new projection. Given the newly
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the proposed person re-identification approach.
learned projection, we refine the pseudo pairwise relationships
and relearned the discriminative projection with these updated
pseudo pairwise relationships. This process is iterated until
the pseudo pairwise relationships remain unchanged. In this
way, the discriminant power of the learned subspace will
be enhanced. Besides, a multi-kernel embedding strategy is
incorporated into the proposed approach to cope with the
non-linearity in person’s appearance and explore the com-
plementation of multiple kernels. The final person matching
can be performed very efficiently by computing the Euclidean
distance between a probe image and a gallery image in the
self-trained subspace. A schematic illustration of the proposed
approach is shown in Fig. 1.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
(1) We propose an effective self-trained subspace learning
framework for person re-ID which is able to utilize both
labeled and unlabeled person images effectively. An iterative
learning strategy is included to update the pseudo pairwise
relationships among unlabeled persons.
(2) We introduce a multiple kernel embedding technique
into the self-trained subspace learning framework, which
explores the complementary information shared by multiple
kernels and handles the non-linearity in person’s appearance
effectively.
(3) We conduct empirical studies on widely-used person
re-ID datasets. Experimental results demonstrate that the pro-
posed method is able to achieve a performance on par with
the reported results of most state-of-the-art fully-supervised
methods while using much fewer labeled person samples.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Person Re-ID
During the past decades, many person re-ID algorithms [2],
[3], [11], [13], [14], [21]–[26] have been proposed. Main-
stream works can be roughly categorized into two groups as
follows.
The first group of methods focus on designing discrimi-
native and invariant features [2], [3], [9], [10], [22], [27],
[28]. Earlier works include fisher vector based local descriptors
[29], color invariant features [30] and saliency learning based
methods [28]. Recently, some new proposed descriptors have
gained good performance, i.e., salient color names [27], local
maximal occurrence (LOMO) feature [2], weighted histograms
of overlapping Stripes (Whos) [10], and Gaussian of Gaussian
(GOG) descriptor [3]. The GOG descriptor is used in this
work. It describes a local region in a person image via
hierarchical Gaussian distribution in which both means and
covariances are included in their parameters. Specifically, it
models the region as a set of multiple Gaussian distributions
in which each Gaussian represents the appearance of a local
patch. The characteristics of the set of Gaussian distributions
are again described by another Gaussian distribution. The
final descriptor fuses multiple GOG descriptor extracted from
different color spaces. It performs well on a lot of re-ID
datasets.
The second group of methods aim to learn a robust and
discriminative distance function for recognizing people across
views [2], [11]–[16], [24], [31]–[33]. In this group, some
works aim to learn a Mahalanobis-like distance metric [16],
[34], [35], while some methods focus on seeking a discrim-
inative projection. [6], [11], [12], [36]. These two subgroups
actually are closely related. We briefly introduce some well-
known works as follows. Liao et al. [16] proposed a logistic
metric learning approach with PSD constraints and asymmetric
sample weight strategy. Zheng et al. [37] formulated re-ID as a
relative distance comparison learning problem by maximizing
the probability that relevant samples have smaller distance
than the irrelevant ones. Kostinger et al. [13] designed a
simple and effective metric learning method by computing the
difference between the intra-class and inter-class covariance
matrix, while the presented algorithm is very sensitive to the
dimension of feature representation. As an improvement, Liao
3et al. [2] proposed a cross-view quadratic discriminant analysis
(XQDA) method by learning a more discriminative distance
metric and a low-dimensional subspace simultaneously. Peda-
gadi et al. [24] applied the local fisher discriminant analysis
algorithm to match person images by maximizing the inter-
class separability while preserving the multi-class modality,
whose kernel version was presented for re-ID in [11]. Zhang et
al. [12] proposed to overcome the small-sample-size problem
in re-ID by learning a discriminative null space, where the
within-class scatter is minimized to zero while maximizing
the relative between-class separation simultaneously. Although
lots of works have been developed, they are mainly developed
in the fully-supervised setting. Once only a small number of
labeled data are available, supervised methods are vulnerable
to over-fitting. Therefore, the purpose of this work is to
present a semi-supervised re-ID approach which can utilize the
abundant unlabeled data to enhance the learning performance.
There are few semi-supervised re-ID methods, except for
[17]–[19], [38]. Figueira et al. [19] designed a semi-supervised
method which exploits the general framework of multi-view
learning with manifold regularization. It treats each person as
a single class and poses re-ID as a multiple class recognition
problem. However, conventional multiple class recognition
methods may not be suitable for re-ID since each person
usually has very limited images in re-ID. Liu et al. [17],
proposed a semi-supervised coupled dictionary learning for
re-ID, in which unlabeled data are used to improve the re-
constructive ability of dictionaries. The authors assumed that
the sparse representation coefficients of two matched images
should be strictly equivalent, which is too strong to cope
with dramatic changes of person’s appearance. Kodirov et
al. [18] presented a semi-supervised re-ID approach with
graph Laplacian regularization, in which the visual similarity
between a pair of unlabeled person images is computed using
original low-level feature representation, which may result in
a suboptimal performance. Different with [18], the proposed
approach computes the similarity in a discriminative subspace
learned using the available labeled data. Kodirov et al. [39]
also designed an unsupervised re-ID approach by introducing
a new `1-norm based graph Laplacian term instead of the con-
ventional squared `2-norm in [18], which can also be extended
to a semi-supervised case. Karaman et al. [38] described a
semi-supervised re-ID approach. It combines discriminative
models of person identity with a conditional random field to
exploit the local manifold approximation induced by KNN
graph. Different with our proposed approach, it is mainly
designed for multi-shot scenarios where meaningful structure
can be discovered easily. While, our approach can perform
well in the challenging single-shot scenarios. Zhang et al. [12]
introduced a semi-supervised extension for re-ID based on the
self-training strategy [20]. It combines the pseudo-classes with
the labeled data together into a new training set to learn the
projection. Its difference with our work is that we place the
pseudo pairwise information in a separate regularization term,
which can reduce the negative effects of the incorrect matching
pairs in the pseudo pairwise relationships and obtain more
stable performance.
We also introduce a multi-kernel based extension in this
work which exploits the complementation of multiple kernel
representations. Some existing works [31], [40] have investi-
gated the effects of multiple feature representations for re-ID
by a score-level fusion. Different with them, we focus on a
kernel-level (feature-level) fusion.
Loy et al. [41] formulated re-ID as a manifold ranking
problem in an unsupervised way. It exploits the manifold
structure revealed by a large quantity of gallery samples to
obtain more robust ranking result. When combined with a
distance metric learning method, it functions as a post-ranking
approach. In this work, we have investigated the effect of this
manifold ranking approach. Experimental results demonstrate
that our approach and the manifold ranking method can
complement each other very well.
B. Semi-supervised Learning
Semi-supervised learning is a classic topic in the area of
machine learning, which has numerous literatures. In this
subsection, we only review some semi-supervised learning
works which are based on self-training [20] or related to our
work. Self-training [20] is a commonly used semi-supervised
learning technique and probably the earliest idea about using
unlabeled data [42]. It is also known as self-learning, self-
labeling, or decision-directed learning. This is a wrapper-
algorithm that repeatedly uses a supervised learning method. It
starts by training on the labeled data only. In each step a part
of the unlabeled points are labeled according to the current
decision function; then the supervised method is retrained
using its own predictions as additional labeled points.
[43] is one of the earliest works that applies this strategy
to design an iterative reclassification procedure. [44] is a well-
known example of self-training for word sense disambiguation.
In [45], this strategy is used for semi-supervised clustering.
Rosenberg et al. [46] applied self-training to object detection
systems from images. Recently, self-training is explored in
a state-of-the-art work [47] that proposes a general way to
perform semi-supervised parameter estimation for likelihood-
based classifiers and their estimates are never worse than
the supervised solution in terms of the log-likelihood on
the full training set. As a classic technique, self-training has
been widely used for classification, clustering, regression, and
other specific tasks in the past decades, and it still motivates
researchers to develop new algorithms for specific applications
nowadays.
In this paper, we focus on designing a semi-supervised
learning approach for person re-ID using self-training. Note
that re-ID is a retrieval problem, and there is no intersec-
tion between the persons (classes) in training and testing.
Therefore, most self-training based semi-supervised methods
that are mainly designed for classification problems, are not
suitable for re-ID. Owing to its simplicity and effectiveness
for re-ID, subspace learning is explored as the basic learning
method in our approach. Thereby, our approach is also related
to some semi-supervised subspace/metric learning approaches
[48]–[50]. Our approach and [48], [49] follow the same way
to leverage unlabeled data, which encodes the neighborhood
structure of unlabeled data in a Laplacian regularizer. Different
4with our approach, [48] is extended from linear discriminant
analysis (LDA), while our approach seems more like a semi-
supervised locality preserving projections (LPP) [51]. [49]
focuses on learning a PSD constrained Mahalanobis metric
and it uses a general loss term of metric learning. [50]
is the semi-supervised extension of local fisher discriminant
analysis (LFDA) [52] which combines the supervised LFDA
and the unsupervised PCA to jointly exploit labeled and
unlabeled data. It doesn’t exploit the neighborhood structure
of unlabeled data. Besides, to better leverage unlabeled data
for re-ID, our approach uses self-training to repeatedly update
the neighborhood structure of unlabeled data. Experimental
results in this work have demonstrated that the self-training
strategy significantly enhances the learning performance. Our
main contribution is that we introduce a simple and effective
re-ID approach which can exploit both labeled and unlabeled
data using the self-training strategy.
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we describe our re-ID method. First, we
briefly show how to perform re-ID in a fully-supervised
subspace in Subsection III-A. Then, we introduce the proposed
semi-supervised case in detail in Subsection III-B, followed by
a multi-kernel based extension in Subsection III-C.
A. Person Re-ID in a Fully-supervised Subspace
In this work, we formulate person re-ID as a subspace learn-
ing problem, which is similar with [11], [24], [36]. Assume
that we are given a set of n labeled training person images
Xl = {xi}ni=1 ∈ Rd×n, and their label set Yl = {yi}ni=1 ∈
Rn, where d denotes the dimension of feature vector. The
task is to learn a squared distance function d2U(xi,xj) which
is parameterized by a low-dimensional projection U defined
as follow:
d2U(xi,xj) =
∥∥UTxi −UTxj∥∥2 , (1)
where U ∈ Rd×r(r  d) is a low-dimensional projection
matrix which maps the person images from disjoint camera
views into a common subspace where person re-ID can be
performed easily. r is the dimension of the projected subspace.
The learned distance is expected to be small if xi and xj
belong to the same person (yi = yj). Under this expectation,
we formulate re-ID as
U∗ = argmin
U
L (Xl,U,Wl)
=
1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
W lij
∥∥UTxi −UTxj∥∥2 , (2)
where W lij is an element of a weight matrix W
l ∈ Rn×n
which encodes the pairwise constraints information between
each pair of person images
W lij =
{
1 if yi = yj
0 otherwise . (3)
The loss function L (Xl,U,Wl) can be rewritten as
tr
(
UTXlL
lXTl U
)
, where tr(·) denotes the trace operator
and Ll = Dl −Wl is known as the graph Laplacian matrix.
Dl is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements equal to the
sums of the row entries of Wl, i.e., Dlii =
∑
jW
l
ij . By adding
a constraint tr
(
UTXlD
lXTl U
)
= 1, the minimization prob-
lem in Eq. (2) can be easily solved with a generalized eigen-
decomposition. The final projection U∗ = [u1,u2, · · · ,ur] ∈
Rd×r is constituted by the resulting eigenvectors associated to
the r smallest eigenvalues. Usually, r is set to the difference
of the number of labeled persons and one.
B. Person Re-ID in a Self-trained Subspace
The above method seeks the discriminative projection based
on merely labeled data. However, the main bottleneck for
fully-supervised person re-ID is the limited availability of
labeled training samples. When only a small number of
labeled image pairs are available, the solution of above method
tends to be over-fitted to the labeled data. In this subsection,
we introduce a self-trained subspace learning framework for
person re-ID in a semi-supervised setting.
Given a set of n labeled person images Xl = {xi}ni=1 ∈
Rd×n and u unlabeled person images Xu = {xi}n+ui=n+1 ∈
Rd×u, the task is to learn a projection U ∈ Rd×r′ which
has good generalization capability and discriminative power.
A common way is to formulate the semi-supervised learning
problem as the following general form:
U∗ = argmin
U
L (Xl,U,Wl) + ηR (Xu,U) , (4)
where the first term L (Xl,U,Wl) is the labeled term in Eq.
(2) which only relies on labeled data, and the second term
R (Xu,U) is a regularization term constructed by unlabeled
data. The trade-off between these two terms is captured by a
small regularization parameter (η > 0). The main problem
is how to utilize the unlabeled data to construct the regu-
larization term. A widely-used strategy in computer vision
problems [18], [48], [49], [53], [54] is encoding the intrinsic
geometric structure of unlabeled data into a regularizer under
the manifold assumption that visually similar samples are more
likely to share the same class label. A KNN graph is usually
constructed to model the relationship between nearby data
nodes, where an edge will be placed between two nodes if
they are close. Nearest neighbors selection is performed by
computing the Euclidean distance between node i and node
j using original feature representation. However, the original
feature representation has very low discriminative power due
to the dramatic appearance change across camera-views in
person re-ID. As a result, the constructed KNN graph may
be misleading, which will degrade the learning performance.
To overcome the above problem, in this work, we introduce
self-training to better utilize the unlabeled data Xu. We first
apply the fully-supervised method described in Subsection
III-A to learn an initial projection matrix U0 using the labeled
data Xl only. Then, we project the unlabeled data Xu into
a low-dimensional subspace using U0. The low-dimensional
representations Zu = (U0)TXu are used to obtain the cross-
view adjacency relationships among the unlabeled samples
Xu by constructing a KNN graph. The cross-view adjacency
relationships can be viewed as a kind of pseudo pairwise
relationships. Given the pseudo pairwise relationships, we can
5Algorithm 1 The proposed self-trained subspace learning
approach
Input: The labeled training data Xl and its weight matrix
Wl; the unlabeled training data Xu; the parameter η; the
maximal number of iterations T .
Initialize: U0 = argmin
U
L (Xl,U,Wl); t = 1.
Iterative: t = 1, 2, · · · , T
1: Project Xu into a low-dimensional subspace through
Ztu = (U
t−1)TXu;
2: Build the pseudo pairwise relationships among the unla-
beled data by constructing a KNN graph using Ztu;
3: Encode the pseudo pairwise relationships into a weight
matrix Wu,t;
4: Solve Ut=argmin
U
L (Xl,U,Wl)+ηR (Xu,U,Wu,t) to
obtain the new projection matrix;
Until t > T or the stop condition is met.
Output: The projection matrix U.
leverage the unlabeled data in a supervised way. We encode
the pseudo pairwise relationships into the following weighted
matrix Wu ∈ Ru×u for Xu:
Wuij =
{
1 if xi ∈ N (xj) or xj ∈ N (xi)
0 otherwise , (5)
where xi and xj are two unlabeled person images from
different views, n + 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n+ u. N (xi) denotes the
nearest neighbor list of xi. After obtaining the weighted matrix
Wu, the regularization term in Eq. (4) is constructed as
R (Xu,U,Wu) = 1
2
n+u∑
i=n+1
n+u∑
j=n+1
Wuij
∥∥UTxi−UTxj∥∥2
= tr
(
UTXuL
uXTuU
) (6)
where Lu = Du −Wu is the Laplacian matrix for unlabeled
data. Du is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements equal
to the sum of the rows entries of Wu. Hence, by utilizing the
pseudo pairwise relationships for unlabeled data, we rewrite
the semi-supervised learning problem in Eq. (5) as
U∗ =argmin
U
L (Xl,U,Wl)+ηR (Xu,U,Wu)
= argmin
U
tr
(
UT
(
XlL
lXTl +ηXuL
uXTu
)
U
)
s.t. tr
(
UT
(
XlD
lXTl +ηXuD
uXTu
)
U
)
= 1
. (7)
We can easily solve the minimization problem in Eq.(7) with
a generalized eigen-decomposition to obtain the projection
matrix. Note that, to obtain more stable performance, the
dimension r′ of the final subspace is fixed as the difference of
the number of labeled persons and one. In other words, we do
not increase the dimension of the subspace although we have
exploited abundant unlabeled data.
It can be seen from the above analysis that the pseudo
pairwise relationships among the unlabeled persons play a
crucial role in the proposed approach. However, it inevitably
includes some mismatching pairwise relationships due to the
complex viewpoint variations. Therefore, given the newly
learned projection, we refine the pseudo pairwise relationships
and relearned the discriminative projection with these updated
pseudo pairwise relationships. This procedure is iterated until
the pseudo pairwise relationships remain unchanged. We sum-
marize the proposed self-trained subspace learning algorithm
in Algorithm 1.
C. Multi-kernel based Extension
To better exploit the non-linearity in person’s appearance
and the complementary information shared by multiple ker-
nels, we employ the multi-kernel embedding [55], [56] for
the proposed approach. The task is to learn a kernelized
projection P. Given M kernel matrices with the same size
K1, · · · ,KM ∈ R(n+u)×(n+u) constructed using the total
training set X = {xi}n+ui=1 , the primary task is to learn a fused
kernel matrix
K =
M∑
m=1
βmKm, s.t.
M∑
m=1
βm = 1, βm > 0, (8)
where βm is a non-negative weight for the kernel matrix
Km. In this formulation, {Km}Mm=1 can be the same clas-
sic kernels with different hyper-parameters, different feature
descriptors or different kernels. Let φm(·) be the feature map
for Km. Then Km can be expressed by an inner product in
the kernel space Km = φm(X)Tφm(X), where φm(X) =
[φm(x1), · · · , φm(xn), · · · , φm(xn+u)]. We can rewrite the
fused kernel matrix in Eq. (8) as
K =
M∑
m=1
βmφm(X)
Tφm(X) = φ(X)
Tφ(X), (9)
where φ(·) = [√β1φ1(·)T, · · · ,√βMφM (·)T]T is the fused
feature map. We employ the kernel alignment [57] approach
to decide the kernel weights.
βm =
A(Kllm,Kd)∑M
m′=1A(Kllm′ ,Kd)
. (10)
where Kd ∈ Rn×n is the ideal kernel matrix for the la-
beled person samples, whose element is 1 where rows and
columns correspond to the same person or 0 everywhere else.
Kllm′ ∈ Rn×n is a part of the base kernel matrix Km′ , which
corresponds to the labeled person samples. The alignment
score between two kernel matrices is defined as follows
A(Kllm′ ,Kd) =
〈Kllm′ ,Kd〉F√
〈Kllm′ ,Kllm′〉F 〈Kd,Kd〉F
, (11)
where 〈Kllm′ ,Kd〉F = tr((Kllm′)TKd).
When K and (β1, β2, · · · , βM ) are obtained, we denote
K =
[ Kll Klu
Kul Kuu
]
, Kl =
[ Kll
Kul
]
, and Ku =
[ Klu
Kuu
]
.
We denote the fused feature maps of the labeled training set
and the unlabeled training set as φ(Xl) = [φ(x1), · · · , φ(xn)],
and φ(Xu) = [φ(xn+1), · · · , φ(xn+u)], respectively. The
minimization problem in Eq. (7) can be solved by computing
the following eigenvalue problem in the fused kernel space(
φ(Xl)L
lφ(Xl)
T + ηφ(Xu)L
uφ(Xu)
T
)
u
=λ
(
φ(Xl)D
lφ(Xl)
T + ηφ(Xu)D
uφ(Xu)
T
)
u
. (12)
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Fig. 2. Sample images from six person re-identification datasets. From left to right: VIPeR, CUHK01, PRID2011 (PRID450S), GRID, and 3DPeS.
Since the eigenvectors are the linear combinations of φ(x1),
φ(x2), · · · , φ(xn+u), there exists coefficients pi such that u =∑n+u
i=1 piφ(xi) = φ(X)p, where p = [p1, p2, · · · , pn+u]T ∈
Rn+u.
By simple algebra formulation, we can finally obtain the
following kernelized eigenvalue problem(KlLl(Kl)T + ηKuLu(Ku)T)p
=λ
(KlDl(Kl)T + ηKuDu(Ku)T)p. (13)
Usually, it is common to apply a regularization technique for
the eigenvalue problem to avoid the singularity of matrix. For
simplicity, we denote A = KlDl(Kl)T + ηKuDu(Ku)T. We
regularize A by adding an identity matrix, i.e., A = A +
ϑ tr(A)n+u I, where I ∈ R(n+u)×(n+u) is an identity matrix and ϑ
is a small positive parameter. The final kernelized projection
P = [p1, · · · ,pr′ ] ∈ R(n+u)×r′ is constituted by the resulting
eigenvectors associated to the r′ smallest eigenvalues.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES
In this section, we first introduce the datasets, the evaluation
protocol, and the experimental setting. Then, we evaluate the
performance of our approach on multiple re-ID datasets.
A. Datasets, Evaluation protocol, and Setting
1) Datasets: In this work we use six popular person re-
ID datasets: VIPeR [22], CUHK01 [58], and PRID2011 [59],
PRID450S [34], GRID [60], and 3DPeS [61]. Table I provides
a statistical summary of each dataset. In Table I, we indicate
the number of people, bounding boxes (BBoxes), distractors,
and cameras (Cam) in each dataset. Fig. 2 shows some sample
images from these six datasets.
VIPeR [22] is the most commonly-used dataset containing
632 persons in which each person has a pair of images taken
from widely differing views. The large viewpoint change of 90
degrees or more as well as huge lighting variations make it one
of the most challenging datasets. CUHK01 [58] is one of the
largest benchmarks. It contains 971 persons from two disjoint
camera views, where each person has two images in each
camera view. It contains 3884 images in total. PRID2011 [59]
consists of person images recorded from two cameras (camera
A and camera B) captures 385 persons and 749 persons,
respectively, only 200 persons appear in both camera views.
PRID450S [34] is an extension of PRID2011. It contains 450
persons in which each person has a pair of images taken from
two disjoint camera views. GRID [60] has 250 image pairs
collected from 8 non-overlapping cameras. 775 non-paired
TABLE I
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SIX PERSON RE-ID DATASETS.
Datasets # People # BBoxes # Distractors # Cam
VIPeR [22] 632 1264 0 2
CUHK01 [58] 971 3884 0 2
PRID2011 [59] 200 849 649 2
PRID450S [34] 450 900 0 2
GRID [60] 250 500 775 8
3DPeS [61] 192 1011 0 8
people are also included as distractors in the gallery set, which
makes it extremely challenging. GRID suffers from viewpoint
variations, background clutter, occlusions and low-resolution.
3DPeS is a set of selected snapshots of the original video
dataset [61], containing 192 people and 1011 images.
2) Evaluation protocol: For all datasets, all the individuals
are randomly divided into two subsets, so that the training
and testing sets contain half of the available individuals with
no overlap on person identities. The single-shot experiment
setting [3] is used for all datasets. We also report the multi-
shot matching results for CUHK01. As random selection is
involved, the evaluation procedure is repeated for 10 times
and the mean results for all datasets are reported. We adopt
the data splits in [3] for VIPeR, CUHK01, PRID450S, and
GRID. We use the data splits in [62] for PRID2011, in which
100 persons are randomly selected for training from the 200
available persons present in both views in each data split and
the remaining 100 persons of camera view A are used as probe
set and the remaining 649 persons of another camera view are
used as gallery set. We use the data splits in [11] for 3DPeS,
in which we randomly select one image of each individual
in the testing set as gallery image, and the rest are used
as probe images. The Cumulated Matching Characteristics
(CMC) curve is used to evaluate the performance of all
methods. It provides a ranking for every image in the gallery
with respect to the probe.
3) Setting: For the multi-kernel setting, we use the GOG
descriptor [3] to construct 11 Gaussian kernels exp(− 1cµ‖xi−
xj‖2), where c varies from 2 to 3 with step 0.1 and µ is
average squared Euclidean distance.
Parameter ϑ is set to 0.01. Two main parameters are η in Eq.
(4) and the number of nearest neighbors k in KNN graph. We
set them as η = 1 and k = 2 by cross-validation on the training
set of CUHK01 and fix them for all datasets. The maximal
iteration number T is set to 10. The iteration procedure
will stop when the neighborhood structure of unlabeled data
remains unchanged or changes very little.
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison of the proposed approach with different baselines on the VIPeR dataset with different settings of ratio. Rank-1 recognition
rates are shown in the legends.
For the semi-supervised setting, we denote the proportion
of labeled data in the training set as ratio and the rest are
used as unlabeled data. We evaluate the effectiveness of our
approach with different settings of ratio. The dimension r′ (r)
of the final subspace is fixed as the difference of the number
of labeled persons and one.
The proposed approach is termed as MKSSL which in-
cludes a multi-kernel embedding. The baseline methods are
constructed as follows:
• MKSSL(1st): The proposed approach with only one iter-
ation.
• MKFSL: The fully-supervised subspace learning method
described in Subsection III-A with the introduced multi-
kernel embedding technique. Only the labeled data in the
training set are used.
• MKSDA: The classic semi-supervised discriminant anal-
ysis method in [48] with the introduced multi-kernel
embedding technique.
• XQDA: The state-of-the-art fully-supervised metric learn-
ing method in [2]. Only the labeled data in the training
set is used.
In addition, in the testing stage the most common way is
directly performing image matching using Euclidean distance
in the learned distance space, which is also the default strategy
of MKSSL and other compared methods. In this work, we also
integrate the manifold ranking method [41] with the learned
distance function of MKSSL in the testing stage to compute
the similarity score between a probe image and a gallery
image. We term this approach as MKSSL-MRank, in which
the neighborhood graph of the manifold ranking method is
constructed in the learned distance space of MKSSL instead
of the original feature space. The performance of MKSSL-
MRank will be evaluated in the following experiments. Note
that, if not mentioned, our method and the above listed
baseline methods all use the GOG descriptor in the following
experiments.
B. Results of Semi-Supervised Re-ID
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed approach in the semi-supervised setting on the VIPeR,
CUHK01, PRID2011, PRID450S, GRID, and 3DPeS datasets,
compared with the baseline methods and reported results of
state-of-the-art methods.
TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON (CMC@RANK-R, %) OF OUR APPROACH
WITH THE REPORTED RESULTS OF STATE-OF-THE-ART SEMI-SUPERVISED
OR FULLY-SUPERVISED METHODS ON THE VIPER DATASET. A LARGER
NUMBER INDICATES A BETTER RESULT.
VIPeR r=1 r=5 r=10 r=20
Semi-supervised
MKSSL-MRank [Ours] 42.3 69.4 74.4 80.6
MKSSL [Ours] 40.6 68.5 78.1 85.9
LOMO+MKSSL [Ours] 31.2 52.5 62.9 72.8
LOMO+LDNS [12] 31.7 59.4 72.8 84.9
ratio = 1/3 SSMFL [19] 22.5 44.4 55.9 70.7
DLIterLap [18] 32.5 61.8 74.3 84.1
SSCDL [17] 25.6 53.7 68.1 83.6
MKFSL [Ours] 51.0 81.4 89.3 95.3
GOG+XQDA [3] 49.7 79.7 88.7 94.5
LOMO+LDNS [12] 42.3 71.5 82.9 92.0
LOMO+LSSCDL [63] 42.7 - 84.3 91.9
Ensemble [31] 45.9 77.5 88.9 95.8
Fully-supervised LOMO+XQDA [2] 40.0 - 80.5 91.1
ratio = 1 Semantic [64] 41.6 71.9 86.2 95.1
LOMO+MLAPG [16] 40.7 - 82.3 92.4
MTL-LORAE [65] 42.3 72.2 81.6 89.6
DLIterLap [18] 38.9 70.8 78.5 86.1
UnL1Graph [39] 41.5 - - -
MCKCCA [66] 47.9 - 87.3 93.8
1) Performance on the VIPeR Dataset: The testing protocol
for VIPeR is to randomly select 316 persons for training and
316 persons for testing. The training set is further split into
two groups: one is labeled and the rest is unlabeled, according
to the proportion ratio of labeled data. To better evaluate the
performance, we conduct multiple experiments on VIPeR by
setting ratio to 1/7, 1/5, and 1/3, respectively.
We show the performance comparison of the proposed
MKSSL approach with baseline methods in Fig. 3. We ob-
serve that our approach performs very well even when very
fewer training data are labeled. When ratio = 1/7, MKSSL
improves the performance of MKFSL by 14.78% at rank-1,
which indicates that the abundant unlabeled data have been
well utilized. Similar improvements 12.5% and 11.65% at
rank-1 can also be observed when ratio = 1/5 and 1/3,
respectively. With the increasing of ratio, the improvements
drop gradually, since the size of unlabeled data is dropping.
All the methods listed in Fig. 3 yield better performance when
ratio is increasing. We observe that MKSSL improves the per-
formance of MKSSL(1st) by nearly 5% at rank-1, which shows
that the introduced iterative self-training strategy is, indeed,
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison of our approach with different baselines on the CUHK01 dataset with different settings of ratio. Both the single-shot
matching (M=1) and the multi-shot matching (M=2) are applied. Rank-1 recognition rates are shown in the legends.
effective on VIPeR. It can also be observed that MKSSL(1st)
performs better than MKSDA. The main difference between
them is that the former is more like a semi-supervised ex-
tension of LPP ( [51]), while the latter is extended from
LDA. The advantage of LPP on LDA has been demonstrated
in [51]. By learning a discriminative subspace and a metric
simultaneously, XQDA [2] performs better than MKFSL on
VIPeR. Our MKSSL method surpasses XQDA by over 7%
when ratio = 1/3 by exploiting unlabeled data. MKSSL
reports the second-best rank-1 recognition rate 40.63% when
ratio = 1/3. Benefiting from the effectiveness of the manifold
ranking method [41], MKSSL-MRank improves the rank-1
recognition rate of MKSSL by 1.3%, 1.74%, and 1.68%,
respectively, when ratio = 1/7, 1/5 and 1/3. It demonstrates
that, as a post-ranking algorithm, this unsupervised technique
can complement the proposed approach very well. It refines the
initial ranking scores computed in the learned distance space
of MKSSL to yield a better ranking result by exploiting the
manifold structure of unlabeled gallery data. In the manifold
space, a higher rank will be assigned to gallery instances situ-
ated near to the probe sample, whilst locally nearby instances
are encouraged to have similar ranks.
We also compare the performance of our approach with the
reported results of state-of-the-art semi-supervised or fully-
supervised results on VIPeR in Table II. From the results
shown in Table II, we observe that MKSSL performs better
than existing semi-supervised results on VIPeR. It mainly
owes to the effectiveness of both the introduced self-trained
subspace learning approach and the robust GOG descriptor. To
compare MKSSL with LDNS [12], we also provide the result
of MKSSL in Table II using the same LOMO descriptor. We
observe that LOMO+LDNS [12] performs slightly better than
LOMO+MKSSL on VIPeR. It may be because [12] learns a
higher dimensional projection by combining pseudo classes
and labeled classes into a new training set, while our method
keeps unlabeled data in a Laplacian regularization term and do
not increase the dimension of the final subspace although we
have exploited abundant unlabeled data. In comparison, our
approach is able to obtain more robust performance but at the
cost of a small drop in recognition rate. It can also be observed
in Table II, our semi-supervised results are almost comparable
to the reported results of most state-of-the-art fully supervised
methods while using much fewer labeled data.
2) Performance on the CUHK01 Dataset: We randomly
partition the CUHK01 dataset into 486 persons for training and
485 persons for testing. The proportion of labeled data ratio
is set to 1/7, 1/5, and 1/3 respectively. Correspondingly, there
are 70, 98, and 162 persons involved respectively. To the best
of our knowledge, we are the first to report semi-supervised
results on CUHK01.
Fig. 4 shows the performance comparison of our approach
with different baseline methods. From the single-shot results
illustrated by Fig. 4 (a), Fig. 4 (b), and Fig. 4 (c), we
can observe that MKSSL outperforms MKFSL by 17.03%,
13.51%, and 8.99% at rank-1 respectively. It reveals that the
performance of the fully-supervised MKFSL method can be
improved significantly by utilizing unlabeled data. With the
increasing of unlabeled data, the contribution of unlabeled
data becomes more obvious. Besides, MKSSL improves the
rank-1 recognition rates of MKSSL(1st) by 4.81%, 2.97%,
and 2.03%, respectively, when M=1. It shows that the iterative
self-training strategy has enhanced the learning performance
effectively. Our approach also outperforms the classic semi-
supervised MKSDA method and the fully-supervised XQDA
method. MKSSL-MRank improves the rank-1 recognition rate
of MKSSL by over 2% on CUHK01. Similar improvements
9TABLE III
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON (CMC@RANK-R, %) OF OUR APPROACH WITH THE REPORTED RESULTS OF STATE-OF-THE-ART FULLY-SUPERVISED
METHODS ON THE CUHK01 DATASET. BOTH THE SINGLE-SHOT MATCHING (M=1) RESULTS AND THE MULTI-SHOT MATCHING (M=2) RESULTS ARE
SHOWN. A LARGER NUMBER INDICATES A BETTER RESULT.
CUHK01 M=1 M=2
r=1 r=5 r=20 r=1 r=5 r=20
Semi-supervised MKSSL-MRank [Ours] 64.0 82.4 88.6 73.8 89.1 93.5
ratio = 1/3 MKSSL [Ours] 61.2 81.6 93.7 70.7 89.0 96.4
MKFSL [Ours] 62.0 82.9 94.2 72.2 89.4 97.0
GOG+XQDA [3] 57.8 79.1 92.1 67.3 86.9 95.9
LOMO+LDNS [12] - - - 65.0 85.0 94.4
LOMO+LSSCDL [63] - - - 66.0 - -
LOMO+XQDA [2] 49.2 75.7 90.8 63.2 84.0 93.7
Fully-supervised CPDL [67] 59.5 81.3 93.1 - - -
ratio = 1 MCPCNN [68] 53.7 91.0 96.3 - - -
DeepRank [69] 50.4 84.0 91.3 - - -
Deep [70] 47.5 80.0 - - - -
LOMO+MLAPG [16] - - - 64.2 85.4 94.9
Ensemble [31] 53.4 76.4 90.5 - - -
MCKCCA [66] 56.6 - 92.0 69.5 - 96.2
can also be observed in Fig. 4 (d), Fig. 4 (e), and Fig. 4 (f),
when performing multi-shot matching.
We also compare the performance of our approach with the
reported results of state-of-the-art fully-supervised methods on
CUHK01 in Table III. From the results shown in Table III,
we observe that the results of our semi-supervised approach
outperform the reported results of most state-of-the-art fully-
supervised methods while using very fewer labeled data. It
indicates that we may not need to require all the training
data to be labeled for a large re-ID dataset. We can obtain
satisfactory performance by only labeling a small proportion
of training data if using an effective semi-supervised learning
strategy.
3) Performance on the PRID2011, PRID450S, GRID, and
3DPeS Datasets: For the evaluations on the PRID2011,
PRID450S, GRID, and 3DPeS datasets, we use 100, 225, 125,
and 95 individuals, respectively, for training. The remaining
available individuals are used for testing. The proportion of
labeled individuals in the training set is set to ratio = 1/3 for
the four datasets. Fig. 5 shows the CMC performance of the
proposed approach and baseline methods on the four datasets
with ratio = 1/3. As shown in Fig. 5, by leveraging the abun-
dant unlabeled data, our MKSSL method improves the rank-1
recognition rates of MKFSL by 10.8%, 12.05%, 7.12%, and
3.16%, respectively, on the four datasets. MKSSL improves
the performances of MKSSL(1st) at rank-1 by 3.3%, 1.03%,
2%, and 0.12%, respectively. We observe that the iterative
learning strategy of MKSSL yields nearly no improvement
on MKSSL(1st) in Fig. 5 (d). Since 3DPeS is a multi-shot
dataset in which the number of images for each person varies
from 2 to 26 images. Compared to other five datasets, which
only have 2 or 4 images for one individual, the neighborhood
structure in 3DPeS can be discovered more easily by only one
iteration.
We compare the performance of our approach with the
reported results of state-of-the-art semi-supervised or fully-
supervised methods on the four datasets in Table IV, Table
V, Table VI, and Table VII, respectively. We observe that,
by using the GOG descriptor, our semi-supervised results
can outperform the reported results of most fully-supervised
methods, while using much fewer labeled data.
TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON (CMC@RANK-R, %) OF OUR APPROACH
WITH THE REPORTED RESULTS OF STATE-OF-THE-ART SEMI-SUPERVISED
OR FULLY-SUPERVISED METHODS ON THE PRID2011 DATASET. A
LARGER NUMBER INDICATES A BETTER RESULT.
PRID2011 r=1 r=5 r=10 r=20
Semi-supervised
MKSSL-MRank [Ours] 31.4 53.5 63.2 73.0
MKSSL [Ours] 29.2 52.4 62.1 72.8
LOMO+MKSSL [Ours] 21.1 42.3 58.1 71.2
ratio = 1/3 DLIterLap [18] 22.1 45.3 56.5 66.3
LOMO+LDNS [12] 24.7 46.8 58.2 68.2
Fully-supervised
MKFSL [Ours] 34.2 58.0 66.6 78.2
GOG+XQDA [3] 35.9 60.1 68.5 78.1
LOMO+LDNS [12] 29.8 52.9 66.0 76.5
Ensemble [31] 17.9 39.0 50.0 62.0
Mahalanobis [34] 16.0 - 41.0 51.0
ratio = 1 DLIterLap [18] 25.2 51.9 62.9 71.6
UnL1Graph [39] 30.1 - - -
LOMO+XQDA [2] 26.7 49.9 61.9 73.8
MCKCCA [66] 26.7 - 62.1 73.3
TABLE V
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON (CMC@RANK-R, %) OF OUR APPROACH
WITH THE REPORTED RESULTS OF STATE-OF-THE-ART SEMI-SUPERVISED
OR FULLY-SUPERVISED METHODS ON THE PRID450S DATASET. A
LARGER NUMBER INDICATES A BETTER RESULT.
PRID450S r=1 r=5 r=10 r=20
Semi-supervised MKSSL-MRank [Ours] 63.4 86.8 89.6 92.9
ratio = 1/3 MKSSL [Ours] 61.6 85.7 92.6 96.7
MKFSL [Ours] 66.9 89.3 94.2 97.7
GOG+XQDA [3] 68.4 88.8 94.5 97.8
LOMO+XQDA [2] 62.6 85.6 92.0 96.6
LOMO+LSSCDL [63] 60.5 - 88.6 93.6
Fully-supervised MirrorKMFA [71] 55.4 79.3 87.8 93.9
ratio = 1 MEDVL [72] 45.9 73.0 82.9 91.1
Transfer [64] 44.9 71.7 77.5 86.7
Struct [73] 44.4 71.6 82.2 89.8
SCNCD [27] 41.6 68.9 79.4 87.8
MCKCCA [66] 55.8 - 90.8 95.5
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison of the proposed approach with different baselines on the six datasets: (a) PRID2011, (b) PRID450S, (c) GRID, and (d)
3DPeS. Rank-1 recognition rates (%) are shown in the legends.
TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON (CMC@RANK-R, %) OF OUR APPROACH
WITH THE REPORTED RESULTS OF STATE-OF-THE-ART SEMI-SUPERVISED
OR FULLY-SUPERVISED METHODS ON THE GRID DATASET. A LARGER
NUMBER INDICATES A BETTER RESULT.
GRID r=1 r=5 r=10 r=20
Semi-supervised MKSSL-MRank [Ours] 25.7 44.2 53.8 65.4
ratio = 1/3 MKSSL [Ours] 24.6 43.2 54.5 64.2
Fully-supervised
MKFSL [Ours] 26.4 47.2 55.8 67.8
GOG+XQDA [3] 24.7 47.0 58.4 69.0
LOMO+LSSCDL [63] 22.4 - 51.3 61.2
ratio = 1 LOMO+XQDA [2] 16.6 - 41.8 52.5
LOMO+MLAPG [16] 15.6 - 40.5 52.5
TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON (CMC@RANK-R, %) OF OUR APPROACH
WITH THE REPORTED RESULTS OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART
SEMI-SUPERVISED OR FULLY-SUPERVISED METHODS ON THE 3DPES
DATASET. A LARGER NUMBER INDICATES A BETTER RESULT.
3DPeS r=1 r=5 r=10 r=20
Semi-supervised MKSSL-MRank [Ours] 48.8 69.9 76.9 84.3
ratio = 1/3 MKSSL [Ours] 47.2 68.4 77.0 85.4
SVM+CRF [38] 45.5 - - -
Fully-supervised
MKFSL [Ours] 54.4 77.9 86.7 94.1
Ensemble [31] 53.3 - - -
ratio = 1 KLFDA [11] 54.0 77.7 85.9 92.4
C. On the Iterative Self-training Strategy
In this subsection we investigate the effect of the iterative
self-training strategy and evaluate the robustness of our ap-
proach. We use the output of each iteration to perform person
matching on the test set with different settings of ratio. The
VIPeR and CUHK01 datasets are used as two examples. We
show the average rank-1 recognition rates of MKSSL at each
iteration in Fig. 7.
First, we can observe in Fig. 6 that the iterative self-
training strategy significantly improves the performance on
VIPeR and CUHK01, which demonstrates its effectiveness.
A remarkable performance improvement can be observed on
VIPeR when ratio ∈ {1/20, 1/10} and on CUHK01 when
ratio ∈ {1/40, 1/30, 1/20, 1/10}. The performance increases
relatively slowly from ratio = 1/10 to ratio = 1/3. With the
increasing of ratio, the performance starts to become stable.
Therefore, we can empirically conclude that very large labeled
training sets may not be necessary for re-ID if applying the
proposed approach in this work. When ratio is very small, e.g.
ratio = 1/40 on VIPeR or ratio = 1/70 on CUHK01, the
effect of the iterative self-training strategy is not significant.
Because in our setting, the subspace is initialized by the
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Fig. 6. Rank-1 recognition rates of MKSSL versus iteration number with
different settings of ratio. (a) Experiments on VIPeR; (b) Experiments on
CUHK01 (M=2). Note that the rank-1 recognition rates of MKFSL are
illustrated at the starting point as a comparison.
available labeled data. When ratio = 1/40, there are only ten
labeled persons on VIPeR, which is not sufficient. Therefore,
ratio is not suggested to be set as a very small value. The
value that ratio >= 1/20 is recommended.
Secondly, it can also be observed in Fig. 6 that the iteration
procedure converges fast in most cases. Usually it only takes
three to six iterations. The larger the ratio is, the faster the
iteration procedure converges. The convergence time mainly
depends on the size of unlabeled training data.
Besides, it should be mentioned that our approach also
suffers from the model drift problem. It is a common problem
in self-training based methods. Specifically, error accumulation
is usually inevitable during self-training iteration procedure.
This problem can be observed in Fig. 6 (a) in which the
performance degrades after 2 iterations when ratio = 1/40.
A very small ratio results in a poor initial projection, which
makes the model drift easily. As shown in Fig. 6, our approach
shows empirical robustness with a large ratio (e.g. 1/10) in
most cases. The risk of model drift seems to have been well
controlled in our approach. Because a large ratio brings a
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Fig. 7. The effect of multiple feature fusion with different settings of ratio. (a) Experiments on VIPeR; (b) Experiments on CUHK01 (M=2).
good initialization, resulting in more accurate neighborhood
structure. Here, the labeled term in Eq. (4) can prevent our
model from going too far off a reasonable solution. By the way,
to avoid the model shift, in this work we fix the dimension of
the self-trained subspace as the difference of the number of
labeled persons and one. We do not increase the dimension of
subspace although we have exploited abundant unlabeled data,
since the pseudo pairwise relationships may inevitably contain
a few mismatching pairs. We may be able to obtain a better
performance in a higher-dimensional self-trained subspace but
at a higher risk of model drift.
D. On the Complementation of Multiple Features
In Subsection III-C, we introduce the multi-kernel em-
bedding technique [55] into the proposed approach. In the
experiment results and analyses reported in Subsection IV-B,
we only utilize one feature descriptor. In this subsection,
we exploit the introduced kernelization technique to consider
multiple feature descriptors and evaluate the effect of this
feature fusion strategy.
We use the 5138-D Whos descriptor [10], together with the
default 27622-D GOG descriptor used above, to learn a kernel-
ized projection using the introduced kernelization technique.
For each descriptor, 11 Gaussian kernels are constructed using
the same setting in Subsection IV-A3. As shown in Fig. 7,
we compare the performance of MKSSL using two features
(MKSSL(GOG+Whos)) with that of MKSSL using only one
feature (MKSSL(GOG), MKSSL(Whos)) on the VIPeR and
CUHK01 datasets, respectively. We observe that, by exploiting
this feature fusion strategy, MKSSL(GOG+Whos) achieves
a state-of-the-art rank-1 recognition rate 47.56% on VIPeR
when ratio = 1/3, surpassing MKSSL(GOG) by nearly
7% and MKSSL(Whos) by over 9%. Similar improvements
are also observed when ratio = 1/5 or ratio = 1/7.
It demonstrates that these two feature descriptors strongly
complement each other on VIPeR. On the CUHK01 dataset,
MKSSL(GOG+Whos) improves the multi-shot rank-1 recog-
nition rate of MKSSL(GOG) by nearly 2% and that of
MKSSL(Whos) by over 14%, when ratio = 1/3. We can
conclude that the introduced multi-kernel embedding strategy
is flexible and effective, which can significantly enhance the
performance by exploiting the complementation of multiple
feature representations.
E. On the Sensitivity of Parameters
In this subsection, we evaluate the effects of parameters
used in this work. There are three tuning parameters in our
approach. Parameter ϑ is a small positive parameter used to
regularize the matrix at the right side of Eq. (13) to avoid
the singularity of matrix. It is a commonly-used regularization
technique in the eigenvalue problems. We empirically set ϑ to
0.01. Here, we mainly analyze the effects of the two main
parameters: η and k.
Parameter η in Eq. (4), Eq. (5), and Eq. (13) modulates the
effects of the regularization term R(Xu,U,Wu) constructed
using unlabeled data. The number of nearest neighbors k is
vital in the kNN graph. In this work, we set them as η = 1
and k = 2 by cross-validation on the training set of CUHK01
and fix them for all datasets. To fairly investigate the effects
of η and k, we observe the change of rank-1 recognition
rate of MKSSL on the six datasets by varying η and k
simultaneously. Specifically, the value of η is chosen from
the set {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}, and k is increased from
1 to 8 with step 1. The experimental results are illustrated in
Fig. 8.
As observed in Fig. 8, our approach performs well on most
datasets when 0.1 ≤ η ≤ 10 and k ∈ {2, 3, 4}. On the
PRID2011 and PRID450S datasets, our approach yields a good
performance when k = 1. On the 3DPeS dataset, a high rank-
1 recognition rate can be observed when k = 4, since it is a
multi-shot dataset. Overall speaking, our approach can obtain
good performance under a wide range of the parameter values.
F. Time Complexity Analysis
The main computational cost of our MKSSL method is
dominated by two parts. The first part comes from the com-
putation of the initial projection learned using labeled data
only. Its complexity is stemmed from solving a kernelized
eigenvalue problem, which is approximated by O
(
n3 + rn2
)
,
where n is the number of labeled training images, which
equals to the size of the kernel matrix constructed using
labeled data, and r is the dimension of the initial low-
dimensional subspace. The second part is solving the kernel-
ized eigenvalue problem in Eq. (13) using both labeled and
unlabeled data. This procedure is repeated several times by ap-
plying the iterative self-training strategy. Its complexity is ap-
proximated by O
(
T
(
(n+ u)3 + r′(n+ u)2
))
, where r′ is the
dimension of the final subspace, u is the number of unlabeled
training images, and T is the iteration number. Therefore, the
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Fig. 8. The sensitivity analyses of η and k by choosing η from the set {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100} and k from 1 to 8 with step 1 on six datasets: (a)
VIPeR, (b) CUHK01, (c) PRID2011, (d) PRID450S, (e) GRID, and (f) 3DPeS. To fairly investigate the effects of η and k, we vary these two parameters
simultaneously to observe the change of rank-1 recognition rate of MKSSL. Overall, our approach can perform well under a wide range of the parameter
values.
total complexity is O
(
n3+rn2+T
(
(n+ u)3 + r′(n+ u)2
) )
,
which is mainly determined by the number of training images
and the iteration number. The proposed MKSSL approach is
implemented in Matlab on a 2.9GHz CPU PC with 32G RAM.
Here, we present the practical runtime of MKSSL on the
whole VIPeR dataset and the whole CUHK01 dataset with
ratio = 1/3. The average training and testing time on
VIPeR are 2.88s and 0.02s respectively. The average iteration
number on VIPeR is 5.8. The average training and testing
time on CUHK01 (M=2) are 28.06s and 0.09s respectively.
The average iteration number on CUHK01 (M=2) is 4.1.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose an effective semi-supervised
approach for person re-ID which can leverage both labeled
and unlabeled data. It formulates re-ID as a subspace learning
problem by learning a discriminative projection to map the
person images from disjoint camera views into a common
subspace where person matching can be easily performed. It
presents a self-training based subspace learning strategy in
which the unlabeled person images are exploited by construct-
ing the pseudo pairwise relationships. An iterative learning
strategy is introduced to refine the pseudo pairwise relation-
ships, which significantly enhances the learning performance.
It is also able to explore the complementary characteristic
of multiple feature representations for re-ID. Experimental
results on multiple challenging datasets have demonstrated the
effectiveness and robustness of the proposed approach.
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